MISMO RON Certification Program

• Launched in April 2020
• Providing clarity and transparency on which RON providers comply with the MISMO RON Standards
• Reducing or potentially eliminating the resource burden of duplicative assessment, certification, and approval processes of RON providers by individual mortgage industry participants.
• Two platforms certified
• Multiple more in progress
• More information at MISMO.org under education and certification
MISMO RON Certification Information

- Purely based of MISMO RON standards
- Does not verify any state specific requirements
- Reviewed annually
- Great information at MISMO.org
MISMO RON Certification Process

- Questionnaire and Attestation
- Live demonstration of test case scenarios
- Submission of supporting documentation and evidence
- Analysis and review
Digital Mortgage Resource Center (DMRC)

- Developing a single source for all things digital mortgage
- Work in Progress
  - Current Information
  - RON Providers
  - States that have enacted RON legislation
  - States that have executive orders or emergency legislation
- Future State
  - All things digital mortgage
  - Dynamic information
  - Start with Closings
- Check it out! Mismo.org under standards and resources